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1 - TELL ME!!!

The story starts out dana refusing to tell me why she was randomly yelling at me.

Hobz:TELL ME!!!
Dana: nothing nothing nothing
Hobz:TELL ME NOW
Dana: gnihton
Dana: reven dnim
Hobz:TELLLLLLL MEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!
Hobz: tell me!!
Hobz: tell me!!
Hobz: tell me!!
Hobz tell me!!
Dana: NO TO THE THING
Dana: NO to the THING*
Hobz:?!?!??!?!?
Hobz: oo
Hobz: tell me!!
Hobz: tell me!!
Hobz: tell me!!
Dana: lol it's nothing
Hobz: tell me!!
Dana: no
Dana: what's there to say?
Hobz: tell me
Hobz: why were you randomly yelling at me
Dana: er... no reason
Hobz: -_-
Hobz: TELL ME!!
Dana: -_-
Dana: it
Dana: is
Dana: nothing
Dana: kay?
Dana: kay
Hobz: NO
Hobz: ITS SOMTHING
Hobz: TELL MEEEEE!!1



Then dana tried to trick me with mind games)

Dana: yes but a something can be a something WHILE being a nothing which makes it nothing since it
was first that.

(but 2 can play at that!!)

Hobz: well then tell me the somthing of the remaining nothing
Dana: a nothing is not a something. so there is no remaining something. a something can have nothing.
but a nothing can't have a somehting.
Hobz: true that
Hobz: BUT
Hobz: in this case there WAS a somthing and you are trying to convince me the reason for it is nothing
Hobz: that sir
Hobz: cannot be true
Hobz: so what i ask,
Dana: yes...
Hobz: is what is the somthing you are denieng to be?
Hobz: *denying
Hobz: w/e
Dana: yes
Dana: yes i am
Hobz:...
Hobz: that doesn't answer the question
Dana: no
Dana: no it does not
Hobz: well then answer it correctly
Dana: for real hobz, it's nothing. well it's something, but it's a something that has nothing to it
Hobz: hmm...

Hobz: FINE!!
Hobz: HAVE IT YOUR WAY
Hobz: BURGER KING!!!
Dana: burger king
Dana: LOL!
Hobz: HAVE IT YOUR WAY
Dana: WE THOUGHT THE SAME THING!
Dana: LOLOLOL!

After a long, unnecessary argument, Dana and I solved our problems with stupidity as always  



2 - Dana you blockhead.

Our next adventure begins with Dana drawing some sort of surprise picture for Hobz. Hobz noes Dana is
drawing it, but Hobz doesn�t noe what the drawing will be of somehow in the middle of it all, she
accidentally insults Hobz..

Black font = Dana

Red font = Hobz

and i have an idea!
on all my drawings from now on, i shall add a llama somewhere in it
small or big
lol
or hiding somehow
LOL
good idea!
hee hee, we're fishing
??
ok
sounds good
lol
i have four panels
i JUST finished the first one
LOL
-_-;;
and it looks like crap too
shut up
well at least you do
LOL!
WAIT!
THAT SOUNDED WRONG!
LOLOLOLOLOL
I MEAN LIKE IT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE YOU!
DANA!!!!
LIEK I DREW IT NOT YOU!
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
LOL!
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
I DIDN'T MEAN IT THAT WAY!



AHAHH!
LOLOOLLLOLOLOL!
YER MOMS CHEST HAIR DANA!!!!
GEEZ!!!
SO RUDE!!!
...
DON'T TALK ABOUT MY MOM LIKE THAT!
-cries-
WELL YOU KNOW WHAT!?
YOUR MOM'S SO FAT, WHEN SHE WENT TO SCHOOL SHE SAT NEXT TO EVERYONE!
YER MOMS SO FAT
I TRIED TO RUN AROUND HER AND GOT LOST!!!
WELL YOUR MOM'S SO FAT!
...
that was it
O.O
-CRYS-
LOL!
YOUR SO HURTFUL!!!!!!
-kicks hobz and runs-
*melts*
nooooooo!
i'm meeeeeeelting!
GNARGAPOO!
i'm meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeelting

i just called this movie that was called "the sound of music" mary poppins.
o.o;
heheheh...
yes&
i belive we have just created chapter 2 of �Stupid Conversations of the weak minded�
haha this will be filled in no time
i noe!!
LOL
lOL
LOL*
why did i put a I
?
adn waht's up wtih my so mnay tpyos?
YOU GOT THE DESISE!!!!!!
*runs*

I DON�T KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS!!!!! CAN SOMBODY EXPLAIN!!?? PLEASE!???
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